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“You are the salt of the earth . . . You are the light of the 

world” (Mt. 5:13-16).  One way to be salty and let our light 

shine is by being good citizens on earth. Our vocation as 

citizens of both the secular kingdom and God’s kingdom 

gives us the responsibility to proclaim God’s Word and care 

for our neighbors.  We are called to engage the “public 

square” with our message of Christ’s mercy for all.  Please 

pray for God’s will to be done… in Jesus’ name.   

The Battle Between  

Freedom & Communism 

The founders of The Epoch Times fled a communist 

regime to come to America. They recognize a 

battle between communism and freedom when 

they see it. The editorial board of The Epoch Times 

notes that “many Americans believe communism is 

an abstract concept, something that only affects 

faraway nations, without realizing that it has 

already arrived at our doorstep.” 

In reality, “Communism has spread in America 

under names such as socialism, progressivism, 

liberalism, neo-Marxism, and so on, in a slow 

process over decades of systematic subversion by 

first the Soviet Union, and now the Chinese 

Communist Party (CCP).” 

We are seeing “the cumulative battle for the future 

of America—and with it, the rest of the world”—

now come “to a head. This is a conflict that 

transcends partisanship and party affiliation.” 

It is because of “belief in God and the principles 

derived from that belief” that the United States can 

enjoy freedom and the blessings of a Constitutional 

Republic. Voting is a privilege; indeed, “a sacred 

duty in which each citizen may take responsibility 

for who governs. This year, a record number of 

Americans voted to choose the next leader.” But, 

“we have since learned that this process has been 

subverted. 

“The far-left and the communist devil behind it—

the same force that Karl Marx once described as 

haunting Europe—are using lies, fraud, and 

manipulation in an attempt to deprive the people 

of their rights and freedoms.” 

The Democrat Party “is no longer the political party 

it used to be. Over the decades, it has gradually 

been infiltrated by the same Marxist ideology that 

has created the most brutal and repressive 

communist regimes in history. Communist 

ideology, including socialism and its associated 

ideas, is not a normal ideology. It is the ideology 

that has caused the unnatural deaths of at least 

100 million people.” 

The “communist ideology uses seemingly righteous 

concepts, such as ‘equality,’ and ‘political 

correctness,’ to confuse people. Its ideology has 

infiltrated all fields in our society … It 

unscrupulously destroys everything that is 

traditional, including faith, religion, morality, 

culture, family, art, education, law, and so on, and 

leads people to fall into moral depravity.” This is 

“totalitarianism” which “drives once-thriving 

nations such as Venezuela into the abyss and that 

was able to destroy 5,000 years of culture in 

China, where people went from a belief in the 

divine to a devotion to the state.” 

Communism “stands diametrically opposed to 

goodness, fairness, truth, and compassion.” It 

undermines “people’s spirit and their righteousness 

in God” and also drags “the American people and 

all of mankind to the brink of danger.” 

Communist China stands “at our gates.” They have 

studied the U.S., “taken advantage of our open 

society” and “infiltrated our country.” Also, 

“internally, we have far-left groups such as Antifa 

and Black Lives Matter (which refers to the 

organization, whose founders describe themselves 

as ‘Marxists’ and have ties to pro-CCP groups, not 

people broadly supporting black lives) organizing 

protests and riots. The movement is similar to the 

CCP’s Cultural Revolution, which destroyed the 

cultural heritage and traditions of the nation. (The 

Epoch Times, 11-17-10) 

What can we do? We can open our eyes. We can 

be informed about communism by reading the 

books of Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, Sebastian Gorka, 

Dinesh D’Souza, and W. Cleon Skousen. We can 

turn off mainstream media and search out news 
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sources that aren’t afraid to describe the battle 

between freedom and communism. Some of those 

sources are The Epoch Times, Prager U, Charlie 

Kirk (Turning Point USA), Candace Owens, Ben 

Shapiro (Daily Wire), The Federalist, the Claremont 

Institute, Hillsdale College, The Heritage 

Foundation, Breitbart News, The Washington 

Times, Newsmax, and Michael Matt/Remnant TV. 

We can pray for and work together with our 

neighbors. We are not in a dispute between two 

men, Donald Trump and Joe Biden, but a battle 

between freedom and communism, between good 

and evil, between God and the prince of this world. 

 

Please pray for this nation… in Jesus’ name. 

Fighting Propaganda  

One Family at a Time  

Nearly every day, our children are encouraged to 

be “woke,” despise Christianity, and cancel those 

who resist “political correctness.” Christian parents 

who strive to pass the faith on to their children are 

undermined. What is a parent to do? In his book 

The Naked Communist, W. Cleon Skousen writes: 

“The war between freedom and slavery is not just 

a fight to be waged by Congressmen, the 

President, soldiers and diplomats. Fighting 

Communism, Socialism and the subversion of 

constitutional government is everybody’s job. And 

working for the expansion of freedom is 

everybody’s job. It is a basic American principle 

that each individual knows better than anyone else 

what he can do to help once he has become 

informed. No citizen will have to go far from his 

own home to find a faltering battle line which 

needs his aid. Communist influences are gnawing 

away everywhere and thousands of confused 

citizens often aid and abet them by operating in a 

vacuum of their own ignorance. The task is 

therefore to become informed and then move out 

for action!”   

Skousen declares that “we are in an ideological 

war.” He says, “From a Marxist viewpoint, an 

atheistic mind is already three-fourths conquered.” 

(The Naked Communist by W. Cleon Skousen, 283-285.) 

What can we do? We can “make current events 

part of the dinner table talk” and explain “to 

children how the media can twist the truth in their 

headlines and content.” We can take our “children 

to church, don’t send them. Be sure they are 

getting true religious values, not modernistic 

debunking.” We can resist the Communist/Socialist 

charge that “modern parents cannot do a good job 

of raising children” and refuse to fall for the 

“permissive school of psychology which says 

discipline will harm human development. Such 

thinking produces hoodlums with maladjusted 

personalities who are likely to fall for every ‘ism’ 

that comes along. A child needs to know that he 

lives in an orderly world.”  

 

Please pray that dads and moms teach the Word 

and resist the world… in Jesus’ name. 

Say Yes to Thanksgiving  

Cancel Thanksgiving? No, writes Jeff Minick, 

because “only at Thanksgiving do we celebrate a 

virtue, in this case gratitude. Like the Pilgrims we 

[count] the blessings of our lives.” Those who 

settled in Plymouth, MA., did not come to America 

for an adventure. They came “seeking religious 

freedom.” The “beating heart” of the Mayflower 

Compact outlines “how they intended to govern 

themselves:” 

Having undertaken, for the Glory of God, and 

advancements of the Christian faith, and the honor 

of our King and Country, a voyage to plan the first 

colony in the Northern parts of Virginia; do by 

these presents, solemnly and mutually, in the 

presence of God, and one another; covenant and 

combine ourselves together into a civil body 

politic; for our better ordering, and preservation 

and furtherance of the ends aforesaid; and by 

virtue hereof to enact, constitute, and frame, such 

just and equal laws, ordinances, acts, 

constitutions, and offices, from time to time, as 

shall be thought most meet and convenient for the 

general good of the colony; unto which we promise 

all due submission and obedience.” (“Thanksgiving: 

A Time for Gratitude and Joy,” Epoch Times, 11-17-20) 

What can we do? Be grateful for religious 

freedom. Fear and love God. Trust the Word Jesus 

Christ. Be persistent in faith. Resist evil. Fear not.    

Please pray that, in gratitude, we fight the good 

fight of faith… in Jesus’ name. 
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